


groups compared to eclectic group counseling with elementary school
children in effecting changes in children's behavior. Additional writings
(Guerney, 1969; Stabler, Gibson, & Cutting, 1973; Zimpfer, 1974;
Bartels & Tyler, 1975) describe the use of paraprofessionals within the
field of commuriity mental health, and more specifically, the role of
parents as counselors with children exhibiting personal, social,
emotional, and/or intellectual concerns.

The purpose of this article is to describe a model for teaching the
skills and competencies necessary for aiding interested volunteer
helpers in contributing a useful service to the community. This paper is
based on personal experience in training functional profeSSionals at
the Rudolf Dreikurs Center for the Education of Parents and Children
in Charleston, West Virginia. The term "functional profeSSional" is
borrowed from, current counseling literature. It replaces the term
"paraprofessional," eliminating some of the negative meanings of the
prefix "para." Functional professionals include community aides and
community developers.

Philosophically, the training program is'basecl, upon the following set
of propositions (Ansbacher & Ansbacher, 1956): (a) the socioteleo-
analytic to understanding psychological develop-
ment; (b) importance and upon behavior of

constellation; (c) the of one's social interest as a
means increasing responsibility, arid creativity within
the family; and finally (d) an upon social equality, a
SV5;teITI in all values social values and people are
11"'\_1..",,_,... 1"h1l"'r"\.'I,rrh an model.

While a variety training procedures have been developed
(Delworth, 1974; and Guerney, 1969) the goals of the program at the
Charleston Family Education Center comprise a combination of
didactic-experiential learning experiences. The goals in this functional
professional program were the following: (a) to educate parents on
'basic related to child and behavior; (b) to train par-'
ents in relationships and basic skUIs; (c) to provide the
experience of applying these skills and \ in a family coun-
seling session; and (d) to utilize follow-up contacts for evaluating the
effectiveness

trainees are selected on
as
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However, it·should be noted 'that being a _ ........,-_ ... is not a ""'"""""'IlV4"'llA.... lIl1t'r"' .. ,.4"'ll

for selection into the prQgram__

The program is organized into four distinct operations: (a) par-
ticipation in a stud;y group based upon teachings of Adler
(1957) and ltl"I"'IlH.71l1'tt"lC" Soltz (1964); (b) observation. and' counseling
skill rf4"'ll,rY4"'llr_"""·1l"'Ir"lltf"1~n,., practical application. of in role-play

rlnll"'n".....n~f.".~+i_n with trainees
1"'''llllnj~..n11Inrr sessions at the Center time

r-h11Irl1ll"''lo_ in-
.;;'1'11;,..;;'1.;;71.'-'1.1.;;'1. The

T'!l"~lnl"'ll''''~ to
~-,'II"_"'''- of
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assistance (Gazda, 1974). The model at this stage in the process at.
tempts to develop most completely training exercises for listening and
communicating (facilitative) dimensions. Emphasis is placed upon
developing communication skills which enable the counselor to move
successfully through the dimensions of exploring the parents' con
cerns, understanding the purposes of the child's misbehavior, and
suggesting several appropriate interventions.

concern
'II~j--''''''''~'',,\''' to n~1'~t"\111~n

most recent specific
interactions in

problem, concentrating attention upon verbal interaction.
the counselor establishes what reactions/feelings of
parent(s) were in the midst of the problem. To identify
child prior to suggesting corrective action, \.JVVoq;;,.oq;;,.Alloq;;,.'\J

mends asking four questions: (a) what did the VV"'4All"'(,.;;7IL'IIiJ.I

did you do? (c) how did he respond to
feel? In order to look for areas in

,.._'II'IV'\l!""'."I_..... will
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,,",jllll~ll'-d."'_llll as a
addition, all

child. may seek

trainee has acquired a understanding of the principles
involved in family education, the most crucial phase becomes working
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An Adlerian Family Counseling Interview is organized to provide
both effective p~?blem-so~\1i~w!ee~ucatio~ a~d _ general family
educatIon oased upon toe identineaaynamics of thefamIly. While a
rather tight structure is provided for the counseling aspects of the in
terview, the trainee must provide educational principles whenever the
opportunity arises. The interviewer should, therefore, make the
various principles of Adlerian Psychology a part of his or her thinking
and daily living.

Supervisors and trainees will avoid many training difficulties by
reaching an agreement in advance about points of supervisor in
tervention. Personal experience indicates that useful check points oc
cur after (a) the establishment of the family constellation, (b) the iden
tification of the parents' concern (complete with interaction and parent
reaction), (c) the description of the typical day, (d) the playroom
report, if there is one (leading into the children's interview), and (e) just
before recommendations are suggested for the family. These check
points provide sufficient intervention for identifying and directing the
developing hypothesis of the trainee.

An .outlil1e for th~ counseling process f911ows:

I. Introduction
A. Give a brief statement about the purpose of the Family

Education Center
B. Introduce the members of the family by name and the

names of the counselors for the session
C. If the session is to be taped, explain that the tapes will be

used by the staff for educational purposes and obtain the
permission of the family

II. Developing a Hypothesis about the Family's Concerns
A. Establish the family constellation through the parents
B. Limit the problem (while this is generally not part of the

counseling interview, it is permissible and often advisable for
the trainee)
1. Find a single concern that the parents may be having

with just one child; this part of the session should be
limited as nearly as possible to one concern and one
child

*presented by Sonstegard qnd Bitter in a ptogram entitlec;l, "Para
professional Training: How to Do It" at the Annual North American
Society of Adlerian Psychology Convention, held in Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada in May 1976.
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the

to a preliminary
the purpose of the child's behavior) and .
guess be checked the children's

n'V'TI""\I":::ll'Ir\ to children that we are all here to learn
about families and that we hope that they will help us

2. a general about the typical day
does it go?) move to specific questions after

'Ii""Il~\l,.,f"l~Tr> start:

your common family concerns
to check specific of typical day (how does
eating go, any fighting, room cleaning and chores,

to bed, etc.)
(b) This is the best time to focus upon general family

.,-.r...~r'C'1" Through the Children's Inter-

2. a specific example of parent's concern
(a) Establish the most recent occurrence by asking:

"when was the last time that this happened?"
(b) Establish the parent-child interaction by asking:

(1) What did the youngster do?
(2) did you do (about it)?
(3) to your -....... 11.&_44.

(c) Relninder: the two most important questions you
can ask this the session are:

do you mean by (a word, phrase, or
statement the parents use?): make sure you

is meant
did you it? sure you get

interaction
(d) , reaction/feeling when in

concern by asking: "how did you
was your reaction?"

C. and broader view
does a go in your home?"



B. Ask:
1. "Do you do ... (whatever the identified\ misbehavior is)?"

or "How often do you do ... (whatever the misbehavior
is)?" or "When was the last time you did ... (whatever the
misbehavior is)?"

2. "Do you know why you do ... (whatever the misbehavior
. )?" .IS .

3. If the child says, "I don't know," the trainee asks, "would
you like to know what I think? I have an idea," or if the
child gives a "reason" for the misbehavior, the trainee
says, "I have a different idea. Would you like to know
what I think?"

4. "Could it be that you want ... (suggesting the child's goal
based upon the _earlier di~gnosis)?" .

C. Look for confirmation through a recognition reflex; it may be
necessary to check all four goals of a child's misbehavior
since a child can operate for more than one goal at a time

D. Pay attention to your own reaction to the children as a
means of confirming the desired goal; the children's actions
and interactions with you will indicate their goals as well

IV. Suggesting Recommendations
A. Report the findings from the children's interview to the

pi:lrents: do. no! discuss what the children said or did-only
the purposes of their behavior

B. Suggest recommendations for redirecting the children's
motivation and for reeducation
1. Start with the main concern of the family
2. Provide recommendations for other concerns that were

~stablished

3. Check the' recommendations to make sure they relate
to the identified goals of the children

4. Include recommendations that will provide en
couragement for both the parents' and children

C. Ask the parents if they will use the recommendations for
two weeks; get a commitment since "trying" indicates that
they will probably not follow through

V. Conclusion
A. Thank the family for their participation
B. Ask if anything is unclear or needs further explanation
C. Establish a specific time and place for a follow up interview

Adlerians have long recognized the need to train community
leaders in the processes of family education and family counseling.
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Functional professionals fulfill this need, providing·a community serv
ice through the application of competent skills. They differ from
professionals generally in years and variety of experience. They are
trained in the application of one ·theoretical approach, often lacking
the knowledge and practice of many different counseling approaches.
The emphasis of their training is on the functional activities for service;
research, testing and measurement, and applications of skills outside
the community setting are nottaught-nor generally learned. Most im
portantly, functional professionals tend to be established in the com
munities they serve; they do not relocate as often as academics or
therapeutic professionals, insuring the continuation of service .. after
financial·support and professional consultation has terminated.

The present training program requires about 60-80 hours of in
tensive experience in developing a theoretical base for understanding
family goals and interreactions,.human relations, counseling skills, and
meeting community needs. It is one of many which exist with sirnilar
purpose but slightly differing approaches-and which needs to be
shared with other Adlerians and counselors in general. Eight func
tional professionals have been trained throughout the past year. A
research project is planned to test the effectiveness of functional
professionals in comparison with academically trained (MA, PhD)
profess,ionals.
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